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Even though the nailed box was more flexible than the field
and lug boxes, it gave good protection against box-rubbing in-
jury, because all surfaces were lined with heavy paper. When
properly handled the nailed box was satisfactory for both truck
and rail transportation and provided good protection for mature-
green tomatoes. Nailed boxes cost considerably less to pack
than lug boxes.

The wirebound (TAB) box, which was even more flexible
than the nailed box,, had a heavy paper liner covering all sur-
faces and when properly handled gave results similar to those
mentioned for the nailed box. Mature-green tomatoes were
successfully transported in this container both by truck and by
rail. Extensive bruising was not found in test shipments of
tomatoes showing only a small amount of ripening on arrival.
However, in some commercial lots of tomatoes in wirebound
(TAB) boxes hauled some distance or in boxes restacked a
number of times after the fruits had ripened, serious losses
from pressure-bruising have been observed. Packing costs were
about the same for nailed and wirebound (TAB) boxes when
the same volumes of tomatoes were packed, but both were
higher than for the field box.

In two truck tests pressure-bruising was slightly higher in
tomatoes packed in unlidded 60-pound fiberboard boxes, the most
flexible container tested. However, the smooth surfaces of the
fiberboard box gave good protection against box-rubbing injury.
Since 1950 lidded fiberboard boxes have come into use.

Pressure-bruising was slight in the 34-pound, small, wirebound
spartan box in both truck and simulated rail tests. This con-
tainer was lidded and lined in a manner similar to the wirebound
(TAB) box, but was more rigid. It is believed that the rela-
tively higher percentage of marketable tomatoes delivered by
the small spartan box than by the 60-pound containers was due
to its smaller capacity. When the tomatoes ripened in the
shipping containers there was more bruising of those shipped
in containers with 60-pound capacity than of those in the smaller
containers.

SUMMARY

Field, wirebound (TAB), nailed, fiberboard and small spartan
boxes were compared with lug boxes as shipping containers
for Florida mature-green tomatoes. Data were obtained on
the amounts of pressure-bruising, crushing and box-rubbing


